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We consider the energy conservation problem for nonlinear-optical three-wave mixing processes
at the surface and in the bulk of semi-infinite centrosymmetric lossless media. Because of the
intrinsic nonlocality of these processes, the corresponding Manley-Rowe relations differ from those of
noncentrosymmetric media. The ensuing restrictions link the surface and bulk nonlinear susceptibility
components and may be used to test theories of nonlinear response. Our analysis permits a clear
separation of the intrinsic surface contribution that contains the information about the surface structure.
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The energy conservation law is one of the basic principles in physics. In nonlinear optics the energy exchange
between light waves is controlled by the Manley-Rowe
(MR) relations, which require an equal number of photons
of each mode participating in the nonlinear interaction [1].
Because of their general character, the energy conservation
law and the MR relations do not depend on the detailed
structure of a particular system, and their consequences
are therefore very powerful. For example, they result
in the well-known overall permutation symmetry of the
nonlinear-optical susceptibility tensor $
x of a nonlinear
nonabsorbing bulk medium [1,2], which, however, appears
not to be obeyed at the surface. Because the surface
nonlinear optics is now an important experimental tool in
surface science [3], this apparent breaking of the energy
conservation poses a very relevant fundamental problem
with important practical applications.
In this Letter we reexamine the problem of the energy
exchange between three interacting light waves at the
surface and in the bulk of semi-infinite centrosymmetric
nonlinear media. It is shown that the paradoxical result
mentioned previously can be understood with the aid of
an additional contribution to the energy flow that goes
beyond the Poynting vector. The form of this energy
flow is derived in general, and its physical origin is
illustrated for two simple model systems. We find that
additional restrictions on the surface and bulk nonlinear
polarizabilities are required to ensure energy conservation.
A part of the surface response is found to be determined
by the bulk parameters alone. Our analysis allows clear
separation of the “intrinsic” surface-originated part of the
nonlinear-optical response that is sensitive to the details
of the surface structure.

The second-order nonlinear optical techniques of threewave mixing sv1 1 v2  v3 d, second harmonic generation sv1  v2 d and sum frequency generation sv1 fi v2 d
(SHG and SFG, respectively), combine the usual advantages of an optical probe with a strongly enhanced sensitivity to the interface electronic and magnetic structure
of centrosymmetric media [2,3]. The latter stems from
the fact that the second-order nonlinear interactions are
dipole forbidden in the presence of inversion symmetry
so that the bulk-originated part of the response is largely
suppressed. At the surface, however, the inversion symmetry is broken, leading to a large surface-induced nonijk
linear susceptibility sx S dijk s2v3 ; v1 , v2 d ; sx S d312 . An
enormous progress has been achieved in experimental applications of the surface nonlinear-optical spectroscopy to
study different systems [4]. On the other hand, although
a number of theoretical studies of surface SHG [5–8]
and a few extensions of the theory to surface SFG spectroscopy [9–11] have been reported, there are still various unsolved problems in understanding the fundamental
physics of the surface nonlinear interactions. For threewave interactions in centrosymmetric bulk media the energy relations were first considered by Pershan [12], who
constructed the free energy for transparent centrosymmetric systems with quadrupole-allowed nonlinearity. Agranovich and Darmanyan [13] incorporated the surface
contribution into consideration, but under the assumption
of a frequency independent response.
For illustration, we consider the well-known example of
three-wave mixing in a noncentrosymmetric bulk medium
illuminated by three electromagnetic waves ẼI sr, td 
EI srde2ivI t 1 EI srdeivI t with I  1, 2, 3. We shall indicate the frequency dependence of any physical quantity
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by an index I, J, or K, which may take any value 1, 2, 3,
subject to the convention that the frequencies vI , vJ , vK
might be either positive or negative and must fulfill the
condition vI 1 vJ 1 vK  0 (e.g., negative vI may indicate the generation of a mode at vI while a mode with
positive vI is absorbed). The energy taken from the Ith
electromagnetic mode is given by the time-averaged work
per unit volume [1]
PI  kj̃I sr, td ? ẼI sr, tdl  22vI ImsPI ? EI d , (1)
where j̃I sr, td ; ≠P̃I sr, tdy≠t is the current density induced at frequency vI and k. . .l denotes the time average.
The MR relations for a dissipationless process mixing the
three waves EIi read [1]
PI yvI  PJ yvJ  PK yvK ,

(2)

which means that an equal number of photons of each
mode participate in the nonlinear interaction. Since
vI 1 vJ 1 vK  0, Eq. (2) guarantees the local energy
conservation PI 1 PJ 1 PK  0. The nonlinear polarization can be written in terms of the nonlinear susceptiijk j
bility as PIi  xIJK EJ EKk . The MR relations then yield
the overall permutation symmetry for the dipole nonlinear
susceptibility
ijk

jki

kij

xIJK  xJKI  xKIJ .
(3)
However, examination of the existing theoretical results
[10,11] shows that the surface nonlinear susceptibility x S
does not obey the overall permutation symmetry (3). For
instance, for simple model flat surfaces like jellium [5]
or continuous dipolium [7] surfaces, a tangential field
does not induce a response in the normal direction; hence
'kk
kk'
sx S dIJK  0. On the other hand, sx S dIJK fi 0, since
a normal external field EK' induces a screening charge
k
which is moved by the tangential field EJ and thus
gives rise to a tangential current at frequency vK 1 vJ
[10,11]. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the energy
conservation law and the MR relations then seem to break
down in surface nonlinear interactions.
In centrosymmetric bulk media the main contribution to
the nonlinear polarization PI can be described within the
quadrupole approximation [3]
ijlk

j

iklj

j

PIi  xIJK EJ ≠l EKk 1 xIKJ EKk ≠l EJ .

(4)

A direct substitution of this polarization into (1) shows
that the work PI done by the Ith wave depends on the
spatial derivatives of EJ and EK but not of EI . On
the other hand, PJ does depend on the spatial variation
of EI but not of EJ , etc. Therefore, the Manley-Rowe
relations in the form of Eq. (2) cannot be fulfilled for
an arbitrary spatial dependence of the fields. More
strikingly, the sum of the works PI 1 PJ 1 PK done by
the three electromagnetic modes can be nonvanishing, i.e.,
electromagnetic energy can be locally gained or lost in
centrosymmetric dissipationless nonlinear media. Where
does this energy come from or go to?

FIG. 1. Apparent violation of the energy conservation law at
the selvedge (shaded area) of a flat isotropic surface. The fields
(heavy arrows) E1 and E2 of the incident p- and s-polarized
waves, of frequencies v1 and v2 , respectively, induce a surface
current j s s12 ! 3d at v3  v1 1 v2 which yields the energy
source for the s-polarized outgoing field E3 . Similarly, E1 and
E3 induce a current j s s13 ! 2d, which yields the energy sink
for the v2 mode. However, there is no energy sink for the v1
'kk
wave at the surface since sx S d123  0. Instead, this energy is
absorbed in the bulk. To restore the energy conservation law,
additional contributions (dashed lines) to the energy flow have
to be postulated, in addition to the usual electromagnetic flow
(light arrows).

The solution to this problem starts from the realization
that the bulk nonlinear polarization (4) essentially arises
due to spatial nonlocality, i.e., the nonlinear polarization
at r depends on the field at r 0 fi r. This nonlocal
nonlinear interaction results in an additional contribution
S$I to the energy flow that goes beyond the usual Poynting
vector [13]. The time-averaged energy balance per unit
volume related to the Ith electromagnetic mode should
then be written as
PI  WI 1 = ? S$I ,

(5)

which states that the energy taken from the electromagnetic field PI is either frequency converted sWI d or transformed into a nonelectromagnetic energy flow S$I . It is
only WI , and not PI , that should obey the Manley-Rowe
relation
WI yvI  WJ yvJ  WK yvK .
(6)
In accordance with Eq. (4), S$I can be written in the form
lijk

j

SIl  vI FIJK EIi EJ EKk ,

(7)

lijk

where FIJK is a material tensor to be determined. By
lijk
likj
definition FIJK  FIKJ is symmetric with respect to the
simultaneous interchange of the index pairs Jj and Kk.
To ensure fulfillment of the Manley-Rowe relation (6) for
any combination of field values and their spatial derivatives within the nonabsorbing centrosymmetric bulk, the
flow tensor must obey
567
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lijk

ljki

iklj

FIJK 2 FJKI  ixIKJ .

(8)

This leads to two sets of restrictions on the susceptibility:
an antisymmetry relation
ijlk

kjli

xIJK  2xKJI

(9)

and the Bianchi identity
ijlk

jkli

kilj

xIJK 1 xJKI 1 xKIJ  0 .

(10)

We note that Eq. (8) determines the nonelectromagnetic
energy flow tensor
i
lijk
ijlk
iklj
lijk
FIJK  sxIJK 1 xIKJ d 1 GIJK ,
(11)
3
lijk
up to an arbitrary tensor GIJK which is completely symmetric in the three pairs of indices Ii, Jj, Kk and therefore
does not contribute to the total nonelectromagnetic energy
transport S$I 1 S$J 1 S$K .
The energy deposited by the Ith mode of the
electromagnetic field within the surface region is
obtained
by integrating across the selvedge, PIS 
R
k j̃I sr, td ? ẼI sr, td dzl, where the z axis is normal to the
surface. Both j̃I sr, td and ẼIz change rapidly within the
interface region, which is assumed to be much thinner
than the wavelength so that retardation effects can be
neglected. We then approximate ẼIi in terms of the
field on the vacuum side of the interface sEIi dout and the
depolarization field [5–7] to rewrite
PIS  22vI ImfsP S dIi sEIi dout g ,
where
sP S dIi 

Z

ijk

(12)

j

PIi srddz  sx S dIJK sEJ EKk dout

(13)

is the total dipole moment of the surface per unit area at
frequency 2vI . Thus,
ijk

j

PIS  22vI Imfsx S dIJK sEIi EJ EKk dout g .

(14)

This energy is either frequency converted sWIS d or transported into (from) the bulk in a nonelectromagnetic form.
The energy flux is given by Eq. (7) where the fields
0
0
sEIi din  hIii sEIi dout are evaluated inside the nonlinear
medium and are
related to the fields outside via a screen0
ing tensor hIii (for isotropic surfaces it is diagonal with
kk
hI  1 and hI''  1yeI , where eI is the dielectric
function). The Manley-Rowe relations (6) applied to WIS
lead then to a relationship between the surface and the
bulk susceptibility tensors,
ijk

ijk

ijk

sx S dIJK  SIJK 1 BIJK ,

(15)

where
ijk

BIJK 

1
3

i 0 j 0 zk 0

sxIJK

i 0 k 0 zj 0

0

j0 j

0

1 xIKJ dhIi i hJ hKk k

(16)

is totally determined by the bulk nonlinear parameters and
does not depend on any detail of the surface structure. On
the other hand,
ijk

SIJK 

1
3

ijk

jki

kij

fsx S dIJK 1 sx S dJKI 1 sx S dKIJ g

(17)

can be assigned to the intrinsic surface response. Unlike
568
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the total surface response sx S dIJK , it obeys the same overall permutation symmetry (3) as a true dipolar quadratic
susceptibility. Since it has less independent components
ijk
than sx S dIJK , it is more useful for surface diagnostics.
The presence of a surface-independent contribution to x S
was noted before by Guyot-Sionnest and Shen [14] for
the particular case of surface SHG. Their analysis was
based on the splitting of the nonlinear bulk response P
into a “pure-electric-dipole” and an electric quadrupole
polarization similar to Eq. (18) below. In this work we
derived the bulk-originating contribution to the surface x S
in a model-independent way suitable for any nonabsorbing medium, such as, for instance, a gas of freely moving
electrons where the introduction of the quadrupole polarization is ambiguous.
The results derived above lead to some unexpected
connections. In the study of surface SHG it is customary
to introduce two parameters, asvd and bsvd, that are
directly related to the sx S d''' and sx S dkk' component of
the susceptibility tensor, respectively [15]. For SFG, this
parametrization is generalized to quantities that depend
on the three frequencies involved, namely, aIJK and bIJK .
According to the jellium model [10,11] the parameter
bIJK takes the value 21, but this need not be true for
other systems. However, a more general statement can
be made based on the relations derived here. It follows
[16] from Eqs. (15) –(17) that bIJK  21 if and only
'kk
if sx S dIJK  0. Similarly, a general conclusion can be
drawn about the parameter aIJK : Eqs. (15)–(17) allow us
to establish that it should attain the high frequency limit
aIJK ! 22 in a model independent way [16].
In a uniform isotropic free-electron gas (jellium) [5] the
kinetic energy of a moving electron my 2 y2 is transported
by its own motion, leading to the energy flux vnmy 2 y2
[17], where n denotes the electron density. Thus, in
the presence of three electromagnetic waves the physical
origin of the nonelectromagnetic energy flow S$ can
be understood as a convective transport of the kinetic
energy S$I  vI snmvJ ? vK d 1 c.c., where vI denotes the
contribution to the electron velocity which is linear in the
field of Ith electromagnetic mode.
We also consider another model system, dipolium
[6,7], which consists of a semi-infinite distribution of
small polarizable entities, so that in contrast to jellium
the electrons are strongly confined. The macroscopic
polarization of such a medium can be written in terms
of a multipolar expansion [12]
µ
∂
1
ic
$
= 3 nB mI , (18)
P I  nB d I 2
= ? nB q I 1
2
vI
where nB is the atomic density and d, $
q , and m are
the electric dipole, quadrupole, and magnetic dipole of
a single entity. From Eqs. (9) and (10) we find that the
nonelectromagnetic energy flow is due to the electricquadrupolar nB $
q I and the magnetic-dipolar nB mI
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polarizations of the medium via S$  2nB Res2cEI 3
mI 1 EI ? ≠$
q I y≠td [12,16]. We also note that within
the dipolium model the surface-independent contribution
ijk
ijk
BIJK to sx S dIJK can thus be understood as an effect of the
electric-quadrupolar and magnetic-dipolar polarizations
of the bulk, which contribute to the electric-dipolar
polarization at the surface [14].
In conclusion, in the present work we obtained a
general solution to the long-standing problem of energy
exchange between electromagnetic waves in surface
nonlinear spectroscopy. Since three-wave mixing in centrosymmetric media is an intrinsically nonlocal process,
an additional contribution S$I to the energy flow beyond
the usual Poynting vector is required to account for the
correct local energy balance. New energy-conserving
Manley-Rowe relations were then derived, which lead
to connections between the surface and bulk nonlinear
susceptibilities. As a result, the surface nonlinear tensor
$
x SIJK can be separated into two parts: One of them obeys
the overall permutation symmetry (3) of the ordinary
dipolar quadratic susceptibility and can be assigned to
the surface specific response. The remaining part does
not obey the symmetry (3) and is completely determined by the bulk response; therefore it is not suitable
for surface diagnostics. The physical origin of the
nonelectromagnetic energy flux S$I was illustrated for
simple model systems. Compliance with our fundamental
energy-conserving relations constitutes a test for theories
of surface nonlinear-optical spectroscopy. Based on
these relations, we have also derived limiting values
for nonlinear-optical parameters at an isotropic surface.
Since our results reduce the number of independent
susceptibility components required to describe three-wave
mixing at surfaces, we believe they might also prove
useful for experimental data analysis.
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